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Do you receive a hard copy?
Would you prefer to receive your own personal copy of the printed version of Cranes & Access?
Then register on-line now for your personal subscription. Cranes & Access: The Lifting Professional's
magazine.  www.Vertikal.net/en/journal_subscription.php

Download complete issues
Laptop users: Download complete issues of Cranes & Access or 
Kran & Bühne to read when you have the time. Using the latest version 
of Adobe Acrobat you can search for specific words or names in the 
issue or even have your PC read the articles out loud to you while 
winging your way across the Atlantic (or wiling away the hours on 
the Motorway!).Cranes & Access: www.Vertikal.net/en/journal.php
Kran & Bühne: www.Vertikal.net/en/journal.php

Do you read German?
Do you need to keep up to date with what's happening in the German, Austrian
and Swiss lifting industries? Then our sister magazine, Kran & Bühne, is the
magazine for you. Subscribe now to Germany's leading publication for the crane 
and access industries and keep up to date with the latest news (published in German).
www.Vertikal.net/de/journal_subscription.php

Have you registered for email alerts?
When major news breaks in the lifting world, be the first to hear about it ..Free!  
News bulletins by e-mail straight to your mailbox. Register for News Alerts to 
get major head line news as it happens. www.Vertikal.net/en/newsletter.php

Use our on line access and lifting directory
Have you tried our on line Access and lifting directory? Direct links take you to 
supplier’s web sites with one click of the mouse, with 29 product categories and 
hundreds of the best suppliers, this is a very convenient source guide as well as 
an easy way to find a lifting company’s web site.
English guide: http://www.vertikal.net/en/links.php
German guide: http://www.vertikal.net/de/links.php

Central European rental companies
The world's largest on-line listing of mainland European crane and access 
rental companies is available to you now. Just click the link below to go to 
Vertikal.net/Vermieter where the bi-lingual site will guide you to hire companies 
throughout Europe. www.Vertikal.net/Vermieter
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SUBSCRIPTIONS: Cranes & Access is published eight times a year
and is available on payment of an annual subscription of £40.00. 
If you wish to subscribe, please send a crossed cheque made
payable to The Vertikal Press Ltd to: Subscriptions, The Vertikal
Press, PO Box 6998, Brackley, Northants NN13 5WY. Address
changes should also be sent to this address. Please include the
address label from a recent issue with all correspondence and allow 3
months for changes to be effective.

SUBSCRIBE ONLINE AT: 
www.vertikal.net/en/journal_subscription.php
BULK DISCOUNTS: These are available to companies wishing to
take out multiple subscriptions. Please contact the subscriptions
manager for more details. 
Tel: +44 (0)8707 740436 Fax:+44 (0)1295 768223
E-mail: info@vertikal.net
Kran & Bühne: The Vertikal Press also publishes a German 
magazine which deals with the same issues as Cranes & Access,
but is written for German users and buyers. Details available 
on request. 
While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of information
published in Cranes & Access, the Editor and Publisher can accept
no responsibility for inaccuracies or omissions. Views expressed in
articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Editor or Publisher. Material published in Cranes &
Access is protected under international copyright law and may not
be reproduced without prior permission from the publishers.
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Lavendon buys Rise Hire, Tellock
takes over at Manitowoc, New
president for Manitowoc Crane

Group, Maeda to launch new LC
compact crawler cranes, New low
level push around from CTE, Merlo
introduces new aerial lift concept,

Wacker to merge with Neuson
Kramer, Crane man arrested,

Skyjack doubles its warranty period,
UpRight re-introduces AB46,

Skylift teams up with JCB, AFI moves into Scotland,
Euroloc buys Nacanco, Gam bids for Vilatel.

The BIG
Bauma review  16

We devote six pages to look over the news
and new products at Bauma and still run out of
space. With four editorial staff at the big show

we bought back thousands of photos and
pages and pages of notes. Here is our first

attempt to give a flavour for the event.

Trailer lifts  27
We take a brief look at the changing face of the

12 metre trailer lift market, we also report on
our visit to possibly Europe's largest trailer lift

manufacturer - Dinolift and finally take a look at
the only series production trailer mounted 

scissor lift sold in
the UK, the recently
imported PLE range

sold by Planet
Platforms. 

SED preview 33
We take a look at the SED show and highlight
the new products to look for. We also provide

you with a full and comprehensive 
listing of the crane, access and 

telehandler exhibitors.

Telescopic 
handlers  39

The past 12 months have seen a raft of new
products from just about every manufacturer.

We therefore devote our telehandler feature to
a review of what's new at each company. With
the market still growing rapidly, along with the
number of company's competing for a piece of

the action, there is a lot going on.

Aerodrome lifting  44
Strict rules apply any time you put a boom in

the air near an airport. Expert, Shaun McAleer
of Manchester airport provides details on when

and what you need to do, giving an insider’s
view of the situation.

Ladders  56
We feature the first of an occasional page from

the Ladder Association providing facts, tips 
and information on the use of ladders in 

the workplace.

The IPAF summit
photo album  58

Back by popular demand we
bring you four pages of 

photographs from this year’s
IPAF summit. This year with a

little fun, hopefully not at 
anyone's expense.

And now for something
different  65

New Caterpillar telehandlers built under
the JLG-CAT alliance are being added 
to the Hewden fleet, the UK's largest 
at over 2,000 units. Our telehandler 
feature is on page 39
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A paler shade of green?

In the early days of being environmentally

friendly - probably in the mid '70's - groups

such as The Scouts would organise 'recycled

newspaper collections' to raise money.  

Unfortunately, the market was not yet ready for the poor quality recycled 

products and after a few years the whole exercise failed. In fact, it is true to say

that more natural resources were expended in collecting and transporting the

paper than the recyclers could ever save. It just didn't stack up.

30 years on, how things have changed caused by a scarcity of natural resources

and increasing prices. We are now being forced to recycle and are happy to split

our refuse into bottles, cans and paper. We are repeatedly told of the increasing

percentage of the products we buy that are recyclable. If we are now 'green', 

30 years ago we were probably just khaki.

But where is all this going?

At last month's Bauma I sat in numerous press conferences given by the major

manufacturers and in almost every one the first question asked by my esteemed

colleagues of the press was about hybrid technology. What were the 

manufacturers doing? Why hadn't they produced a hybrid machine? 

Most gave the 'PC' answer saying they were in the process of developing, not

yet ready, would probably be a few more years………In the process they were

spending millions on developing the technology. Indeed Volvo Construction

Equipment is spending £75 million a year developing hybrid solutions. 

Then Terex chairman Ron Defeo took a different line saying that his company

would 'wait and see' and that hybrid technology had a long way to go. His way

of being 'green' would be to eliminate waste and by finding a use for and 

recycling old equipment. 

I am all for doing my thing to save the planet, but will the vast amounts of

money and resources being poured into hybrid technology by nearly every major

manufacturer really end up in future worthwhile savings. Even when it is properly

tried and tested, there is still the problem of old machines. Perhaps we should

adopt Ron Defeo's mantra and all make a concerted effort to do what we can

now rather than waiting for the hi-tech hybrids of the future.  Hybrid technology

is a bit like the newspaper collections of 30 years ago - it is the right path to

take, just ahead of its time. It's time will come, but for now, maybe its time to

concentrate on what's closer to home.

Mark Darwin

Please mail, email or fax any comments you may have, to the editor, 

stating if we may publish them or not.

The Vertikal Press
PO box 6998 Brackley NN13 5WY. UK

Tel: +44(0)8707 740436  Fax: +44(0)1295 768223
email: info@vertikal.net
web: www.vertikal.net

In Germany:

Vertikal Verlag
Sundgaualle 15, D-79114, 

Freiburg, Germany
Tel: 0761 8978660  Fax: 0761 8866814

email: info.vertikal@t-online.de
web: www.vertikal.net

Germany, Scandinavia, 
Austria and Switzerland

Karlheinz Kopp, Vertikal Verlag,
Sundgaualle 15,D-79114, Freiburg, Germany

Tel: +49 (0)761 89786615  
Fax:+49 (0)761 8866814

email: khk@vertikal.net

Italy
Fabio Potestà, Mediapoint, 

Corte Lambruschini,
Corso Buenos Aires 8, V Piano-Interno 7,

I-16129 Genova, Italy
Tel: 010 570 4948  Fax: 010 553 0088

email: mediapointsrl.it

The Netherlands
Hans Aarse

39 Seringenstraat, 3295 RN, 
S-Gravendeel, The Netherlands

Tel:+31-78 673 4007 Mobile:+31(0) 630421042
email: ha@vertikal.net

UK and all other areas 
Pam Penny

PO box 6998 Brackley NN13 5WY. UK
Tel: +44(0)8707 740436  

email: pp@vertikal.net
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